3rd Quarter Contractor Business Meeting

September 22, 2017

Mike Kehoe
Plant Engineering
Agenda

– Introductions
  • Department O41 Value Stream Leaders
  • Department O27 Personnel
  • Department O55 Personnel
– Hurricane Preparations – NNS Conditions
– Contractor Crane Briefing Class
– Safety and Unplanned Event – Ed Binder
– Future Work – Keith Miller
– Opportunities for improvements – Sourcing/Facilities
– Director Comments – Adam Zydron
Hurricane Preparations

PROCEDURE Y-1061

PRECAUTIONS AND PREPARATIONS FOR HURRICANES AND OTHER SEVERE STORMS

• Condition 4 – (72 hours) - First warning of impending hurricane or tropical storm.

• Condition 3 – (48 hours) – Second warning of impending hurricane or tropical storm.

• Condition 2 – (24 hours) – Third warning of impending hurricane or tropical storm.

• Condition 1 – (12 hours) – Fourth warning, hurricane or tropical storm imminent.
Contractor Crane Briefing Class

• Mandatory for all contractor crane operators before performing lifting and handling operations. Attendance of riggers is recommended but optional.

• Scheduled on a regular basis. Currently held at JMAF site.

• Next classes scheduled: October 11 and October 25

• Class size is limited to 15.

• Ask your contract coordinator about class schedule.

• E-mail to Michael.T.Kehoe@hii-nns.com to sign up for class.

• Attendance records are maintained. Not required to attend more than once.
Two Steel Plates and a Marker Sign
3” Propane Pipe in Asphalt and a Blank Plate
NNS Capital and Special R Spending 2000 - 2027

Historical and Projected Capital and Special R Spending

- CVN 78 Construction Facilities
- New CVN Pier
- JMAF (CVN79 + Columbia Class)
- VSC 2 Per Year + M 290 Facility
- VPM Facilities
- CVN INACT

Numbers and years represent actual or projected capital and special R spending from 2000 to 2027.
QUESTIONS????

• If you have questions regarding this presentation, please contact your Contract Coordinator or:

  Mike Kehoe
  O41 – Plant Engineering
  757-534-3241
  Michael.T.Kehoe@hii-nns.com